Vazene kolegyne a kolegovne,
informoval jsem SC RICAIP faze I o moznem reseni vedoucim k podani projektu, jehoz realizaci jsem zadal vedeni CIIRC a projektu k realizaci vcera vecer. Zde je pro vasi informaci text:

Possible solution of the problem with submission of OP VVV project for RICAIP

Dear colleagues, members of the RICAIP Phase I. Steering Committee, during the late evening I have received important information about the way, how other colleagues (this time in Brno) are submitting the OPVVV proposal in order to receive from ministry the letter of commitment. They submit without finalised version of embedding and steering structure of their centres. Implementation of “independence” is complicated even for them and they do not have a real working solution. It is said by them, that this structure is not necessary for submission of business plan and plan of investment - which are the vital and main necessary part of OP VVV proposal for obtaining the letter of commitment. They have already submitted their proposals - with vague description of possible options (which in their case span from implementation under faculty, university, at CEITEC using possibly their SC….). Options will be discussed and specified precisely in H2020 proposal (deadline 15.11.) and even then can be stated, that this implementation will be discussed in the first year of phase 2. Therefore we can separate action to obtain letter of commitment from action determining the embedding structure and steering. Therefore the OP VVV part of proposal can be submitted - with a kind of above mentioned arguments concerning the embedding and steering structure. For me the fundamental limitation in embedding structure remains, that there must not be any limitation in relation rector - director of university institute. Other options can be discussed and we have time for that.
I have asked our project team and management of CIIRC to follow this direction and finalise OP VVV proposal in this way. I hope this resolves the main bottleneck of our discussion.

With best regards
Vojtech Petracek

Zdravim,

V. Petracek